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A commutative ring without zero divisors in which the ideal classes

form a group is called a Dedekind ring. In such a ring every irreducible

ideal is maximal and therefore a prime ideal and every ideal can be

decomposed uniquely into prime ideals.

In all that follows % will denote the quotient field of a Dedekind

ring 3> %' a separable algebraic extension of degree n of gf and 3'

the ring of all elements of g' which satisfy monic equations with

coefficients in 3- The elements of 3 and 3' will be called the integers

of 8 and f5' respectively.

A set of n elements coi, • • • , w„ of 3' such that every element of 3'

can be written in the form

(1) xian + • • • + xnu„, xt E 3

is called an integral basis of 3' over 3 or of £5' over ft. When no con-

fusion can arise we shall call it for short an integral basis.

If every ideal in 3 is principal then every ideal of 3' has an integral

basis over 3 [4, vol. 2, p. 81 bottom]. In this paper we are interested

in finding necessary and sufficient conditions for a field %' to have an

integral basis over a field 5- Our goal is to find necessary and suffi-

cient conditions which can be given in terms of the ideal decomposi-

tion and of congruence relations in g. A complete solution of this

problem will be given for the case that g' is a quadratic extension of

g. From our results it will be seen that the condition that every ideal

of 3 is principal is also necessary if every algebraic extension of % is

to have a relative integral basis over f5-

Let a be an ideal of 3'- If there exist integers ai, a2, ■ ■ ■ , an in a

such that every integer in a can be written in the form

(2) Xiai + X2«2 + • • ■ + xnan, Xt E J

then ai, ■ ■ ■ ,an is called a module basis of a over 3- The words over

3 will be deleted if no confusion can arise. The question whether 3'

has an integral basis over 3 must be distinguished from the question

whether a given ideal a in 3' has a module basis over 3- Indeed if 3'

has an integral basis over 3 and 21 is an ideal of 3' generated by an

ideal a in 3 then §1 has a module basis if and only if an is principal

[5, p. 21].
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The definition of relative norm, different and discriminant used in

this paper is that given in Chapter 12 of [2 ]. The notation used there

will also be used in this paper except that different and discriminant

will always be taken in g' over g.

Theorem 1. Let a be an ideal of 3'. If a has the module basis

ai, ■ ■ ■ , an then

«i  , ■ • ■ , an

(2) (2)
«i   , • • • , an

(3) • = A'(a)£)1/2

(») (n)

«i   , ■ ■ ■ , an

where 3) denotes the discriminant of g' over g and Equation (3) is to

be read as an equation between ideals.

Theorem 1 is well known in the case that g is the field of rational

numbers. A proof of Theorem 1 would also result from a suitable

modification of Lemmas 1 and 4, §8, Chapter IV of [6]. We shall

give here a proof which is entirely self-contained.

To prove Theorem 1 we shall first show: If ai, ■ ■ ■ , an are any re

numbers of the ideal a then

cti   , • • • , aa     2

(4) | a,\\   =     • • = 0 (mod A2(a)£)).

(») (n)

ai   , • • • , a„

Proof. Let b be the different of g' over g then 3) = Nib). Let a be

any number of the ideal (a2b)_I. We have

l\ (a) | at       \ ai    \   =   \ a    at       \ at    \   = 1 (aataj),

where E denotes the trace in g' over %. But aotiOtj is in the ideal (b)~!

and hence its trace is integral. This proves (4).

Suppose now that ai, • • • , a« is a basis of the ideal a and that

| a™ | =0 (mod pN2ia)T)), where p is a prime ideal. Choose a = c(a2b)_1

where (c, pa2b) = 1. Then | E(aata3) | =0 (mod p) and we can solve in

3 nontrivially the congruences

^ XjTiaaidj) = 0 (mod p).

Put
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n

£0=2^  XjOLj,

i-l

then

T(u>aat) = 0 (mod p)

and for any choice yu • ■ ■ , y„ in 3

T f oia H a<y») — 0 (mod p).

Thus for every ££a we have T(uai;) =0 (mod p). Let 7r be an arbi-

trary number in the ideal (p)_1. Then T(irwag) =0 (mod 1) and hence

(5) Ttcoa £ (ab)-1.

The relation (5) implies

wcfjw'b)-1 £ (ab)-1

and since (c, ap) = 1 we find

n

« = 11 xiai - 0(ap)
j-i

where not all the Xj are divisible by p. Let ir be in § and have ideal

denominator p then

n n

fi =   11 XjTT dj =   H ZjOlj E 0, Zj E oS
j-i y-i

while not all the z, are integers. But this contradicts the hypothesis

that «i, • • • , a„ is a module basis of a. This proves Theorem 1.

Corollary. If a is any ideal of $' and cti, • • • , an are n numbers of

a such that \a[k)\ =N(a)'£)112 then au ■ ■ ■ , a„ are a module basis of a.

Proof. Let aEa. Since |a*| ?^0 we have a= H%i xiah XjE%-

Computing xy we get

ai    , • • • , Qty_i,   a    , ■ ■ • , a„

xy = (N(a)^)1'2)-1.

(») (n) (n) (»)

ai   i ' " - > ai-U    «     (•••»«»

From (4) we see that xj is integral and therefore ax, ■ ■ ■ , an a

module basis of a.
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We shall now consider quadratic extensions.

Theorem 2. Let g have characteristic different from 2 and let %' be

a quadratic extension of g. The field g' has an integral basis over g if

and only if u:' = (y(E1/2) where (E) is the discriminant of %' over %.

Proof. Let F' = Fia1'2). Suppose that Xi+x2a1/2, yi+y2a1/2, is an

integral basis, then by Theorem 1

\    xi — x2a112,    yi — y2a112    /

where (E) is the discriminant of %' over %. This gives

(6) E1'2 = 2a1'2iyix2 - Xlyt), y,-, x{ Q %.

Hence W = %(DU2).

On the other hand let g' = g(E1/2). We then have E(a/E"2) =xa,

where xa is an integer in g. Let the xa have g.c.d. a and let a have

ideal denominator a. Then E(aa/E1/2) =0 (mod 1) for all a and there-

fore b = 0 (mod ab), a = (l). Thus we have for any a£S', E(a/E1/2)

= a/E1/2 —a(2)/E1/2 = xa, where the set of all xa generates the unit

ideal. Thus there exist numbers cti, ■ • • , otm in 3' and Xi, ■ ■ ■ , xm

in 3 such that

l (2\   i _l       I (2\        n1/2
Xi(cti — «i   )+••• + xm(am — am ) = JJ     .

Considering this equation mod 2 we see that

(7) E1'2 = b (mod 2), b Q 3,

Hence (6+E1/2)/2 is an integer and

b - D112

= E1'2.

& + E"2
*■—T-

By the Corollary to Theorem 1 this shows that 1, (&+E1/2)/2 is a

basis of %' over g.

Theorem 3. Let 3' = g(a"2). Erf (a) = a2c and S) = b?c' w/fere c area"

c' are square free. The extension %' has an integral basis over % if and

only if c=c', a~bi (~ indicates equivalence).

Proof. If our condition is fulfilled then clearly © = (E) where

DQF and E' = E(a1/2) =E(E1/2) hence F' has an integral basis by
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Theorem 2. On the other hand if F' = F(D1'2) then

(8) a1'2 = x + yD1'2, y 9* 0.

Squaring (8) it follows that x = 0, hence

2 22

a c = y biC.

The square free parts on both sides must coincide and hence c = c',

a^bi.
It is possible to compute the discriminant of \5(a112) from the ideal

decomposition of a and from congruence relations satisfied by a

modulo the powers of the prime factors of 2 in £>. Thus the criterion

of Theorem 3 requires only the knowledge of the ideal decompositions

and of congruence relations in g.

We now use ideal classes defined by a module m. The ideals a

and b are equivalent (mod m) if a = xb with X=i (mod m). This re-

finement of the concept of equivalence was introduced by Takagi

[3]. The ideals which are relatively prime to m are divided into

equivalence classes and these ideal classes mod m form a group.

Theorem 4. If % has characteristic different from two and if % con-

tains an ideal which is not principal then there exists a quadratic ex-

tension of % which has no integral basis over %.

Theorem 4 follows from the following lemma.

Lemma. If % contains an ideal which is not principal then there

exists a number a such that (a, 2) = 1, a=/32 (mod 4), fiE%, a = b2c,

where c is square free and b not principal.

Proof. Let a' be an ideal which is not principal. We can choose a

so that a~a', (a, 2) = 1. Let p be a prime factor of a which is not prin-

cipal and choose ai, 02 in the inverse class mod 4 of p and so that

(a, ai) = (a, a2) = (ax, at) = 1. Let ai = 6?Ci, 82=62^2- If bi or b2 are not

principal then pd or pa2 are principal and fulfill the conditions of our

lemma and if bi and h2 are both principal then p2CiC2 does.

Theorem 4 now follows easily because if (a) = a2c where a is not

principal (a, 2) = 1 and a=j82 (mod 4), then the discriminant of

IK"1'2) is c [l, §39] and by Theorem 3 the field %(a1/2) has no integral

basis.

Corollary. Every algebraic extension of % has an integral basis if

and only if every ideal of 5 is principal.

The sufficiency of the condition is well known. The necessity fol-

lows from Theorem 4.
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Theorem 5. Let % be of characteristic 2, %' a quadratic extension of

g. The field %' has an integral basis over % if and only if b is a principal

ideal of the groundfield.

Let aia+&i, a2a:+&2 be an integral basis. By Theorem 1 we have

/1     axa + bi, a2a + 62     \
1 (2,4., (2),,        )=(- + «(2))(M2+^2)=b
\|   aiau> + 61,     a2am + b2   /

and this proves the necessity of the condition. On the other hand let

b = id) where dQQ. By the definition of d if a is any integer in %'

then Tid~1a)=xa where the x„ have g.c.d. (1). Hence there is an

integer a such that a-\-am =d and it follows from the corollary to

Theorem 1 that 1, a is a basis for the integers.
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